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Purpose: Cancer tissue-specific and nuclei-targeted drug delivery is ideal for the delivery of
chemotherapy. However, it has only been achieved in in vitro studies mainly due to low
efficiency in vivo. In this study, we aimed to establish an efficient dual-targeted system that
targets liver cancer tissue as well as the nuclei of cancer cells in vivo.
Methods: We first synthesized TAT peptide (TATp)-mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSN)
complex (TATp-MSN) and generated liposomes that carried liver cancer-specific aptamer
TLS11a (TLS11a-LB). We then generated the drug TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/doxorubicin
(DOX) by mixing TLS11a-LB and DOX-loaded TATp-MSN. After physical and chemical
characterization of the nanoparticles, DOX release from these formulations was evaluated at
pH 5.0 and 7.4. Furthermore, we also evaluated nuclear localization and cytotoxicity of the
drug in H22 cells in vitro and investigated the liver cancer targeting and antitumor activities
of the nano-drug in vivo using a H22 tumor-bearing mice model.
Results: TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its controls were confirmed as nano-drugs
(<100 nm) using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The DOX release rate of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX was significantly faster at pH 5.0 than at pH 7.4. TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN/DOX effectively targeted the nuclei of H22 cells and released DOX with
a higher efficiency than that of the control groups. In addition, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX exhibited slight cytotoxicity, but not significantly more than controls. In vivo studies
showed that TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN accumulated in subcutaneous H22 tumors in the right
axilla of BALB/c mice, reaching peak levels at 48 h after intravenous injection, respectively,
and demonstrated that TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX group enhanced tumor treatment
efficacy while reducing systemic side effects.
Conclusion: TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX can efficiently deliver DOX to the nuclei of
liver cancer cells by dual targeting liver cancer tissue and the nuclei of the cancer cells in
mice. Thus, it is a promising nano-drug for the treatment of liver cancer.
Keywords: targeted drug delivery, liver cancer treatment, MSN-based vehicles, doxorubicin,
tissue- and nuclei-specific targeting
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Liver cancer, known as the sixth most commonly diagnosed cancer worldwide and
the fourth leading cause of cancer death,1 is very difficult to treat because of its
heterogeneity in terms of location, stage, and origin.2 As one of the most promising
and convenient therapeutic approaches in the clinical setting, chemotherapy offers
the best hopes for hepatoma patients. However, chemotherapy is still limited by
many disadvantageous factors, such as poor target character, rapid drug metabolism
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and severe adverse effects.3 And sometimes, multidrugresistant (MDR) cancer cells are easily recalcitrant to
chemotherapy, which involves several mechanisms includ
ing P-glycoprotein-induced efflux and degradation of
endosomes/lysosomes that prevent drugs from entering
the nucleus.4–7 Therefore, targeted chemotherapy would
be a more optimistic option to depress the unexpected
side effects and enhance the therapeutic efficiency by
delivering drugs to specific sub-cellular sites within cancer
cells.
Doxorubicin (DOX) is a first-line drug for cancer che
motherapy that targets DNA, which is localized in the
nuclei. The nuclear delivery efficiency of DOX is very
low when it is used directly to treat liver cancer.
Facilitated delivery can improve the efficacy of DOX for
treating liver cancer. As a widely applied drug delivery
system, liposome possesses several excellent features,
including large drug loading, good biocompatibility, and
biodegradability. For example, using modified liposomes
such as galactosylated liposomes and lyso-thermosensitive
liposomes as the drug carrier for DOX has been both
reported to effectively improve the therapeutic
efficiency.8–12 Application of superparamagnetic iron
oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles,13,14 and hematoporphyrin
(HP)-modified DOX-loaded nanoparticles (HP-NPs)15,16
to deliver DOX have also shown improved therapeutic
efficacy for liver cancer in some preclinical experiments.
However, there are still limitations of these approaches,
such as their invasiveness, off-target effect, less biocom
patibility, as well as relatively low efficiency. A more
efficient and targeted precision-guided delivery system
with DOX targeting liver cancer remains to be developed.
Therefore, the development of nuclear-targeted drug deliv
ery systems (DDSs), which is expected to kill cancer cells
more directly and efficiently provides significantly
enhanced anticancer efficiency of currently available
drugs and is thus of great significance.
Among available nanomaterials for drug delivery,
mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) with unique prop
erties, including excellent biocompatibility, large specific
surface area, and adjustable pore size (ranging from 2 to
50 nm), have been widely used in many biomedical fields
especially for the delivery of anti-tumor drugs,17–22 gene
therapy,23–27 and tumor imaging agents.28–31 Drug mole
cules can be confined in its mesopores through electro
static adsorption while released responding to a given
stimulus. However, the drug carried in the mesopores is
dramatically lost in the complex body fluids and causes
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adverse reactions.32 Recent studies showed that the lipid
bilayer (LB) can attach to the silicate surface in the meso
pores and form liposomes. This enhanced biocompatibility
of MSNs can extend their availability in circulation, redu
cing drug loss during delivery and avoiding adverse drug
reactions. In addition, the lipid bilayer can be modified
with specific targeting molecules.33–36
One key factor for the success of anti-cancer che
motherapy is the correct and sufficient arrival of chemical
drug. Herein, enhancing the targeting specificity becomes
a very essential issue to be solved when designs and
constructs an efficient drug delivery system. In recent
years, several approaches for targeted delivery of DNAdamaging chemotherapeutic drugs to the nuclei have been
developed, including addition of nuclear localization sig
naling peptides such as TATp (GRKKRRQRRRPPQ) to
the surface of nano-drugs. TATp can specifically bind with
nuclear pore complex (NPC) and transport 30–40-kDa
macromolecules to the nuclei, releasing nano-particlecarried drugs in the nuclei of cancer cells without trigger
ing MDR mechanisms.37–42 TATp-mediated nuclear
targeting has been achieved in vitro, but there has been
few reports of an in vivo study testing this approach. This
is probably because such drugs are unable to target the
tumor in vivo such as nuclear localization signaling pep
tides without cell specificity. On the other hand, several
single-stranded DNA or RNA aptamers, identified through
SELEX (systematic enrichment of ligands by exponential
enrichment), can recognize specific cell types.43–45 This
provides an avenue for nano-drugs to target cancer cells.
Aptamers have been widely used in targeted nano-drug
delivery43,49 and examination of tumors.50–54 TLS11a is an
aptamer identified using cell-SELEX. It can specifically
recognize the BNL 1ME A.7R.1 (MEAR) mouse liver
cancer cell line.55 TLS11a also has high affinity to the
HepG2 and LH86 human liver cancer cells and the H22
mouse liver cancer cells.56,57
Inspired by the remarkable performance of cancer tis
sue-specific and nuclei-targeted drug delivery in vitro stu
dies. In this study, we used the drug carriers MSNs and
LBs and the targeting molecules TATp and TLS11a estab
lish a facilitated in vivo drug delivery and targeting system
for liver cancer treatment. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
design of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX consists of lipo
somes carried the liver cancer-specific aptamer TLS11a
(TLS11a-LB) and DOX-loaded the nuclear localization
peptide (TATp)-MSNs (TATp-MSN/DOX). TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX exhibited effectively targeted the
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram for targeted liver cancer treatment using the nano-drug TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX. The nuclear localization peptide (TATp)-mesoporous
silica nanoparticle (MSN) complex (TATp-MSN) was synthesized and mixed with doxorubicin (DOX) (I). Liposomes that carried the liver cancer-specific aptamer TLS11a
(TLS11a-LB) were produced (II). The nano-drug TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX was generated by mixing TLS11a-LB and TATp-MSN/DOX (III). (IV) After intravenous
injection, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX was designed to be distributed via blood circulation to liver cancer tissues through TLS11a targeting (a-b), to be localized to the
nuclei of the cancer cells through TATp targeting, and to release DOX (c-e).

nuclei of H22 cells, released DOX with a higher efficiency
and potentiated strong antitumor effects with minimal
adverse effects. Therefore, our results demonstrate that
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX provide a promising
nanoplatform for engineering tumor-targeting drug deliv
ery systems.

Materials and Methods
Reagents
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), triethanolamine (TEA),
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC, 25 wt%), 3-ami
nopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), fluorescein isothiocya
nate (FITC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 1-ethyl3-(3-dimethyl-aminopropyl) carbodiimide (NHS), αtocopherol, cysteamine, and doxorubicin hydrochloride
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). 1-Palmitoyl2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), cholesterol,
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1.2-distearoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanolamineN-[amino (polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt,
DSPE-PEG2000), dimethyldioctadecylammonium (bromide
salt, DDAB), and 1.2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoetha
nolamine-N-[maleimide
(polyethylene
glycol)-2000]
(ammonium salt, DSPE-PEG2000-MAL) were purchased
from Avanti Polar Lipids (Birmingham, AL, USA). 1,1ʹDioctadecyl-3,3,3ʹ,3ʹ-tetramethylindocarbocyanineperchlorate (DiI) was purchased from Beyotime Biotechnology
(Jiangsu, China). TATp (YGRKKRRQRRR) and (FITC)C6-TAT (TAT: YGRKKRRQRRR) were synthesized by
Shanghai Sangon Biotech Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). SHand FITC-modified TLS11a aptamer 3ʹ-SH-AAAAAAA
CAGCATCCCCATGTGAACAATCGCATTGTGATTGTT
ACGGTTTCCGCCTCATGGACGTGCTG-5ʹwere synthe
sized by Shanghai Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China).
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Preparation of the Nuclear Localization
Peptide (TATp)-Mesoporous Silica
Nanoparticle (MSN) Complex (TATp-MSN)
First, 10 g CTAC and 0.4g TEA were dissolved in 100 mL
H2O and incubated at 95°C in a trimethyl silicone bath
with condensation reflux and intensive magnetic stirring at
200 rpm for 1 h. The 7.5 mL TEOS was slowly added
drop-wise to the above solution within 5 minutes, at a rate
of one drop in two seconds and mixed by stirring for 1
h. After cooling down to room temperature, the MSN
products were collected by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm
for 15 min and washed with 100% ethanol three times.
The MSN products were further washed several times with
ethanolic and hydrochloric acid solution by condensation
reflux for 6 h to remove CTAC. Finally, 100 mg MSN
products were aliquoted and suspended in 20 mL H2
O before mixing with 100 μL glacial acetic acid and 50
μL APTES by stirring at room temperature for 24 h. After
washing with H2O and vacuum freezing-dried, MSN-NH2
nanoparticles were obtained.
TATp-MSNs were prepared from TATp and MSN-NH2
nanoparticles through cross-linking with EDC and NHS.
Briefly, 3.12 mg TATp, 38.4 mg EDC, and 56 mg NHS
were added to 20 mL PBS (pH 7.4) and mixed by inten
sive stirring at room temperature for 1 h. Then, 20 mg
MSN-NH2 was added and mixed by intensively stirring at
room temperature for 24 h. The TATp-MSN products were
collected by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 min and
washed with H2O. The TATp-MSN was stored at 4°C.
To label MSNs and TATp-MSN with FITC, a MSN or
TATp-MSN solution was mixed with excess FITC by stir
ring in the dark at room temperature for 24 h and collected
by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 min. After three
washes with H2O, the FITC-labeled MSNs and FITClabeled TATp-MSN were stored in the dark at 4°C.

Loading DOX into MSN or TATp-MSN
For DOX loading, 10 mg MSNs or TATp-MSN were
suspended in 5 mL DOX PBS (pH 7.0) solution (0.5 mg/
mL) and mixed by stirring for 24 h. The MSN/DOX or
TATp-MSN/DOX products were collected by centrifuga
tion at 12,000 rpm for 15 min and washed with PBS three
times. The drug entrapment efficiency was determined
using UV spectrophotometry. The DOX release rate was
determined using fluorescence spectrophotometry. The
drug loading content (DLC) was defined as the ratio of
mass of the drug encapsulated within the nanoparticles to
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the total mass of drug-loaded nanoparticles. The drug
loading efficiency (DLE) was the ratio of the mass of
drug loaded into the nanoparticles to the mass of drug
initially added. The DLC and DLE were calculated
according to the following equations:
DLCð%Þ ¼ ðmass of DOX in nanoparticlesÞ=ðmass of
the nanoparticlesÞ � 100%
DLEð%Þ ¼ ðmass of DOX in nanoparticlesÞ=ðmass of
drug addedÞ � 100%

Generation of Liposomes Carrying Liver
Cancer-Specific Aptamer TLS11a
(TLS11a-LB)
First, 7.87 mg POPC, 3.2 mg cholesterol, 2.8 mg PEG2000DSPE, 0.38 mg DDAB, 0.017 mg α-tocopherol, and
0.138
mg
MAL-PEG2000-DSPE
(molar
ratio
51.8:40:5:3:0.2:0.3) were dissolved in chloroform and then
vacuum-dried in a 5-mL round-bottomed flask using a rotary
evaporator. The products were further vacuum-dried for 2
h for solvent removal and then suspended in 1 mL HEPES
buffer (pH 6.5, 10 mmol/l) using an ultrasonic bath for 5
min. The suspension was loaded into a liposome generator
and filtered with 200-nm and 100-nm polycarbonate mem
branes, 20 times each, and a 50-nm polycarbonate mem
brane 21 times. The product maleimide-modified liposomes
(MAL-LB) were obtained and stored at 4°C.
To generate liposomes with a DiI-labeled phospholipid
bilayer, DiI (5 mg/mL) (0.5% of the liposomes, molar
ratio) and MAL-PEG2000-DSP were added at the same
time during the production of MAL-LB in a roundbottomed flask. The DiI-labeled MAL-LB products were
stored in the dark at 4°C.
TLS11a-LBs were generated by mixing MAL-LB and
TLS11a and incubating the mixture in nitrogen gas for 24
h and purified to remove TLS11a by dialysis. The amount
of TLS11a used in the mixture was equivalent to the 10%
of MAL-PEG2000-DSPE in MAL-LB in a molar ratio.

Preparation of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX and Its Derivatives
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX was generated by mixing
10 mg TATp-MSN/DOX and 100 µL TLS11a-LB with pip
ette tips and storing the mixture at 4°C for 2 weeks. The
products were collected by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for
2 min and washed with PBS (pH 7.4) three times. Similarly,
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the derivatives such as TLS11a-LB@ MSN/DOX were gen
erated by mixing MSN/DOX and TLS11a-LB.

Physical and Chemical Characterization of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and Its
Derivatives as Nanoparticles
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives as nano
particles were characterized by transmission electron micro
scopy (TEM, TESCAN VEGA3 LMU, Tescan USA Inc.;
Cranberry Twp., PA, USA) under H-7650, an electron beam
accelerating voltage of 100 kV, along with a Fourier infrared
spectrometer (VERTEX70, Bruker, Germany) and Zetasizer
analyzer (Zetasizer Nano S, Malvern, UK). The sizes and
potentials of the samples were determined by dynamic light
scattering (DLS). The specific surface area and pore size dis
tribution were determined using QUADRASORB S1 analyzer
(Quantachrome, USA) at 77.3 K in liquid nitrogen. All sam
ples were vacuumed at 200°C for 4 h before analysis. Specific
surface area was calculated according to the Brunauer Emmett
Teller (BET) method. The pore size was calculated according
to Barrette Joyner Halenda (BJH) method.

Release Rates of DOX from TATp-MSN/
DOX and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX
First, 500 μL TATp-MSN/DOX or TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN/DOX containing 1 mg DOX was added to the bot
tom of a dialysis tube (MWCO 12,000). Then, 30 mL PBS
(pH 5.0 and 7.4) was added and mixed by shaking in the
dark at 150 rpm in a 37°C water bath. Next, 5 mL buffer
was sampled from the dialysis tube and 5 mL fresh buffer
was added to the dialysis tube at the designated time
points. The level of DOX in the 5 mL sample buffer was
determined using a fluorospectrophotometer (F7000, exci
tation = 485 nm, emission =560 nm).

Examination of the Nuclear DOX Delivery
Efficiency and Intra-Cellular Localization of
Nanoparticles in H22 Cells
Murine H22 hepatoma cell line was purchased from the
China Center for Type Culture Collection (CCTCC, Wuhan,
China), and maintained in DMEM media supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100
μg/mL streptomycin and cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2.
To determine the nuclear DOX delivery efficiencies of
the nanoparticles in H22 cells, H22 cells were seeded at
1×106 cells/well in 6-well plates and incubated overnight.
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DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@MSN/DOX,
and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX containing 5 μg/mL
were added to the cell culture wells and incubated for 4
h. Alternatively, cells were incubated with nano-drugs at
a concentration of 100 μg/mL for 24 h and 48 h and
collected by centrifugation. After three washes with PBS,
the cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde for 30
min and washed with PBS three times. After the nuclei
were stained with DAPI (1 mg/mL) for 5 min and washed
with PBS three times, the cells were visualized and the
images were recorded using an inverted fluorescence
microscope (ECLIPSE 80i, Nikon, Japan).
To quantify the intensity of the fluorescence in the H22
cells after treatment with nano-drugs, H22 cells were
seeded at 1×105 cells/well in 6-well plates and incubated
overnight. After treatment with the nano-drugs carrying
DOX (5 μg/mL) for 2 h, the cells were washed with PBS
three times and suspended in 500 μL PBS. We then exam
ined the intensity of the fluorescence using a FACS
Caliburcytometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA).

Determination of Cytotoxicity of NanoDrugs on H22 Cells Using CCK-8 Assay
H22 cells were seeded at 1×105 cells/well in 96-well plates
and incubated for 24 h. DOX, TATp-MSN/DOX, LB-TATpMSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, and TLS11aLB @MSN/DOX (1, 5, 10, 20 μg/mL DOX in each group)
were added to the cell culture wells (6 replicated wells for
each treatment) and incubated for 24 h or 48 h. After incuba
tion, 10 μL CCK-8 (Cell Counting Kit-8) solution was added
to each well and further incubated for 3 h. Optical absorption
was determined at 450 nm using a multiscan spectrum micro
plate spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific Multiskan GO).
The toxic effect was indicated according to the cell viability,
which was calculated by dividing the number of living cells
in the treatment group by that of the control groups.

Examination of the Distribution of
Nano-Drugs in Mice After Intravenous
Injection
BALB/c mice (female, 6–8 weeks, and specific pathogen free
(SPF)) were obtained from Guangxi Medical University
Laboratory Animal Centre (Nanning, China). The protocols
for using animals in this study were approved by the Animal
Care & Welfare Committee of Guangxi Medical University
(NO.201903023), and were carried out in compliance with
the Laboratory animal-Guideline for ethical review of animal
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welfare issued by the National Standard GB/T35892-2018 of
the People’s Republic of China.
The in vivo liver cancer mouse model was generated by
seeding 2 × 106 H22 cells in the right axilla of BALB/c mice
(6–8 weeks). When the diameter of the tumor reached
0.8–1.0 cm, the mice were divided into three groups (n = 4/
group) and injected with DiR, DiR-labeled LB-TATp-MSN,
and DiR-labeled TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, respectively, via
the tail vein at a dose of 3 μg DiR in 100 μL PBS per mouse.
The fluorescent images were taken at an excitation of 720 nm
and an emission of 790 nm (exposure 20 s, 4×4 grading,
180 mm ×180 mm view field) using Bruker imaging system
(FXPro, Carestream Health, Inc, USA). After the mice were
fasted for 12 h, cleaned with anhydrous alcohol on the
bodies, and subjected to anesthesia with 5% isoflurane inha
lation, which was maintained with 3% isoflurane. After treat
ment with the drugs for 48 h, one mouse in each group was
sacrificed, and its organs were collected. The fluorescence in
the organs was examined using Bruker imaging system. The
images were analyzed using Bruker MI SE software.
After the drug-carrying MSNs were labeled with green
fluorescencing FITC, the nano-drugs TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TATp-MSN/DOX,
and DOX were intravenously injected into the tumorbearing mice via the tail vein. After 24-h treatment,
tumor tissues were collected and used to prepare frozen
sections. The distribution of all nano-drugs in the tumor
tissues was visualized and recorded using a fluorescence
microscope (ECLIPSE 80i, Nikon, Japan).

Evaluation of the Efficacy of Nano-Drugs
for Treating BALB/c Mice with Liver
Cancer in the Right Axilla
Model mice were divided into seven groups (n = 6/group)
when the volumes of the tumor reached 100 mm3 and were
then treated with PBS, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, DOX,
TATp-MSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB
@MSN/DOX, and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, respec
tively, via the tail vein at a dose of 8 mg/kg DOX every
other day and four times in total. The tumor volume (V) was
calculated according to the short and long diameters (d, D) of
the tumor tissue (V = d2 × D/2), which were measured on the
first day after treatments were done and then measured every
other day. At the same time, the body weights of mice were
measured. The whole tumor tissues were collected from mice
and weighed on the 12th treatment day.
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To examine the survival rate after nano-drug treatment,
model mice generated as described above divided the mice
into seven groups (n = 8/group) when the volumes of the
tumors reached 100 mm3. The seven groups of mice were
treated with PBS, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, DOX, TATpMSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@MSN/
DOX, and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, respectively,
via the tail vein at a dose of 8mg/kg DOX every
other day and four times in total. The survival times of
the mice in the different groups were recorded.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS,
Chicago, IL). The statistical significance of the differences
was analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) for
multiple groups or Student’s t-test for two groups.
P< 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Physical and Chemical Characteristics of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and Its
Derivatives as Nanoparticles
To establish an in vivo drug delivery and targeting system
for liver cancer treatment using TATp, MSN, TLS11a, and
LB (Figure 1), we first synthesized or produced MSN,
MSN-NH2, TATp-MSN, LB@TATp-MSN, and TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN according to methods reported by Bein
et al.58 These products were proven to be nanoparticles
using TEM (Figure 2A and B, Figure S1) and DLS (Figure
2C and D). There was no significant change in the size of
MSNs upon modification with TATp. The size was gradually
increased from 50 nm to 100 nm after modification with LBs
and loading of DOX (Figure S1 and Table S1). The specific
surface areas of MSNs were around 631.47 m2/g, and the
pore size of MSNs was about 2.6 nm in diameter according
to the nitrogen adsorption desorption analysis (Figure 2E
and F). The TATp-MSN was successfully generated and
proved to be free of CTAC as indicated by FTIR analysis
(Figure S2a and S2b). These results suggested that we
generated the nano-drugs TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX
and its derivatives. Furthermore, after centrifugation, the
characteristic absorption peak of FITC-labeled TATp mea
sured by UV−vis absorbance spectrometry was disappeared
(495 nm), and the color of the solution was changed in
comparison (Figure S3), suggesting the successful conjuga
tion of TATp onto the surface of the MSN. In addition,
calculation based on spectrophotometric analysis of DOX
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Figure 2 Physical and chemical characteristics of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives as nanoparticles. (A) Characterization of MSNs using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Scale = 100 nm. (B) Characterization of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN using TEM. Scale = 100 nm. (C) Zeta potentials of the MSN, MSN-NH2, TATpMSN, LB@TATp-MSN, and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN nano-particles. The size and potential of the samples were determined using dynamic light scattering (DLS). (D) The
size profiles of the MSN, MSN-NH2, TATp-MSN, LB@TATp-MSN, and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN particles. (E) Specific surface area of the MSN nanoparticles. Specific surface
area was determined using nitrogen adsorption desorption analysis. (F) Pore size distribution of the MSN nanoparticles.
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Figure 3 In vitro DOX release rates. (A) DOX standard curve. (B) DOX release rates of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and TATp-MSN/DOX in PBS at pH 5.0 and 7.4.

concentration in the supernatant after centrifugation showed
that the envelopment efficacy of TATp-MSN/DOX was
83.33% (Figure S4a and S4b).

Release Rates of DOX from
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and
TATp-MSN/DOX in PBS at pH 5.0 and 7.4
Tumors grow in a slightly acidic environment.59–61 To exam
ine the DOX release rates from TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX and TATp-MSN/DOX in tumors, we determined the
DOX release rates from these two drugs in PBS at pH 5.0
and 7.4 (standard curve for DOX release see Figure 3A). The
results showed that both TATp-MSN/DOX and TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX quickly released DOX in PBS and
released >60% DOX within 72 h at pH 5.0, whereas they
released less DOX into PBS at pH 7.4 (Figure 3B), suggest
ing that both TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and TATpMSN/DOX released less DOX in the normal tissues and
more DOX in tumors. The results also showed that TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN/DOX released about the same amount of
DOX as TATp-MSN/DOX did at pH 5.0. TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX released <30% DOX within 72 h, sig
nificantly less than TATp-MSN/DOX did at pH 7.4
(Figure 3B), suggesting that TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX released more DOX in tumors than TATp-MSN
/DOX did because it released less DOX in normal tissues.

Nuclear Localization of TLS11a-LB@MSN
and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN in H22 Cells
To determine whether TLS11a-LB@MSN and TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN were localized in the nuclei of H22 cells, we
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labeled LB with DiI dye and MSN with FITC dye, treated H22
cells with these nanoparticles, and examined the fluorescence
in H22 cells. The results showed that there was green (FITC)
fluorescence in the plasma but not in the nuclei of H22 cells
after treatment with TLS11a-LB@MSN and TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN for 4 h (Figure 4A and Figure S5). After treat
ment for 24 h, there was green (FITC) and red fluorescence in
the nuclei of H22 cells treated with TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
and TLS11a-LB@MSN (Figure 4B). More obvious green
(FITC) and red (DiI) fluorescence was seen in the nuclei of
H22 cells treated with TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN compared to
TLS11a-LB@MSN (Figure 4B and Figure S7). Green fluor
escence was not observed in the nuclei of the other groups
(Figure S6). After treatment for 48 h, a large number of TATpMSN accumulated in the nuclei in the TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN group as seen the green fluorescence, but much less in
the TLS11a-LB@MSN group (Figure 4C and Figure S7).
These results suggested that TATp played a key role in localiz
ing TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN into the nuclei of H22 cells.

Nuclear DOX Delivery Efficiencies of
LB@TATp-MSN, TLS11a-LB@MSN, and
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN in H22 Cells
To determine the nuclear DOX delivery efficiencies of
LB@TATp-MSN, TLS11a-LB@MSN, and TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN in liver cancer, we treated H22 cells with
these nano-drugs and examined the fluorescence in the cells
using fluorescence microscopy. The results showed that the
nuclear concentration of DOX was almost the highest in the
DOX treatment group as indicated by the intensity of red
fluorescence. There was no significant difference in the
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Figure 4 Nuclear localization efficiency of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN (TATp-MSN core) and TLS11a-LB@MSN (MSN core) in H22 cells. H22 cells were exposed to TLS11aLB@MSN and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN for 4 h (A), 24 h (B), and 48 h (C). The cells were visualized under a fluorescent microscope. Blue: DAPI-stained nuclei. Green:
FITC-labeled MSN. Red: DiI-labeled LB.
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nuclear DOX concentration between the TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX group and the TLS11a-LB@MSN/
DOX group under microscopy (Figure 5A). The nuclear
DOX content was significantly higher in the TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX group than in the TLS11a-LB@MSN/
DOX group (p < 0.05), and they were both higher than that of
the LB@TATp-MSN/DOX group using flow cytometry
(Figure 5B and C). These results suggested that TLS11a
played a key role in improving the nuclear DOX delivery
efficiencies of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and TLS11aLB@MSN/DOX.

Toxic Effects of TATp-MSN/DOX,
LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN/DOX, and TLS11a-LB@ MSN/DOX
on H22 Cells
To examine the toxic effects of TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN/DOX and its derivatives on H22 cells, we treated

H22 cells with TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its
derivatives and determined the cell viability using the
CCK-8 assay. The results showed that there were mar
ginal changes in the cell viability of H22 cells after
treatment with TATp-MSN and TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN for 24 h (Figure 6A). Treatment of H22
cells with DOX, TATp-MSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, or TLS11a-LB
@MSN/DOX for 24 h and 48 h resulted in significant
decreases in the cell viability in a dose-dependent
manner. The cell viability was lower at 48 h than at
24 h (Figure 6B and C). The cell viability was higher
in the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX group than in the
TATp-MSN/DOX group, but nearly the same as that in
the DOX group (Figure 6B and C). These results sug
gested that TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its deri
vatives had anti-tumor effects through DOX and
the nanoparticle carriers did not have anti-tumor
effects.

Figure 5 Nuclear DOX delivery efficiencies of LB@TATp-MSN, TLS11a-LB@MSN, and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN in H22 cells. PBS/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@MSN/
DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, and DOX were incubated with H22 cells for 2 h. (A) The cells were visualized under a fluorescent microscope for DOX in H22 cells. (B) The
intensities of the intra-cellular fluorescence signals were determined using flow cytometry. (C) The mean intensities of the intra-cellular fluorescence were calculated. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.
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Figure 6 Toxic effects of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives on H22 cells. (A) Toxic effects of TATp-MSN and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN on H22 cells. H22
cells were incubated with TATp-MSN and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN for 24 h. The cell viability was determined using CCK-8 assay. (B and C) The toxic effects of DOX, TATpMSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, and TLS11a-LB@ MSN/DOX on H22 cells. H22 cells were incubated with DOX, TATp-MSN/DOX,
LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, and TLS11a-LB@ MSN/DOX for 24 h (B) and 48 h (C). The cell viability was determined using CCK-8 assay.

TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN and
LB@TATp-MSN Were Specifically
Distributed in H22 Tumors in the Right Axilla
of BALB/c Mice After Intravenous Injection

cancer tissues in vivo, we treated groups of BALB/c

To determine whether TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and
LB@TATp-MSN/DOX would be distributed to liver

intensity of fluorescence in the H22 tumors and organ
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mice carrying H22 tumors in the right axilla with DiR,
DiR-labeled TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, or DiR-labeled
LB@TATp-MSN via tail vein injection and examined the
systems of mice. In the DiR treatment group, the results
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Figure 7 Specific distribution of intravenously injected TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN and LB@TATp-MSN to H22 tumors in the right axilla of BALB/c mice. DiR-labeled TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN, LB@TATp-MSN, and DiR were intravenously injected via the tail vein into BALB/c mice carrying H22 tumors in the right axilla. (A) Fluorescence in the
mice was examined using an in vivo imaging system for small animals. (B) The fluorescence in the heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, stomach, and tumor tissues of the DiRlabeled (b1) TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, (b2) LB@TATp-MSN, and (b3) DiR mice. (C) The fluorescence intensities of tumor tissues. Bruker MI SE software was used for
quantification. (D) The fluorescence intensities of tissues of the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, LB@TATp-MSN, and DiR mice after 48-h treatment. *P < 0.05 compared with the
LB@TATp-MSN group.

showed that fluorescence was present in the H22 tumors
and liver, and the intensity of the fluorescence in the H22
tumors was very low but increased over time. In the DiRlabeled LB@TATp-MSN group, the fluorescence was only
present in the H22 tumors, and the intensity of fluores
cence in the tumor tissues increased during the first 24 h,
reaching a peak at 24 h and then gradually decreasing to
a stable level during 24–120 h. In the DiR-labeled
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TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN group, the fluorescence was
only present in the tumor tissues, and the intensity of
fluorescence in the tumor tissues increased during the
first 48 h, reaching a peak at 48 h and then gradually
decreasing from 48 to 120 h (Figure 7A). Notably, the
intensity of the fluorescence in the H22 tumors of the
DiR-labeled TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN group was
significantly higher than that in those of the DiR-labeled
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Figure 8 Localization of TLS11a-LB and TATp-MSN-derived nano-drugs in tumor tissues in the right axilla of BALB/c mice. MSNs were labeled with FITC. The nano-drugs
drugs were intravenously injected via the tail vein into BALB/c mice carrying H22 tumors in the right axilla. After 24 h, the tumor tissues were collected, and frozen sections
were prepared and visualized under a fluorescent microscope. Red, DOX; green, MSN; blue, DAPI.

LB@TATp-MSN group, although the intensity in both
groups was much higher than that of the DiR group
(Figure 7C). The results also showed that fluorescence
was most significantly enriched in the H22 tumors in
both the DiR-labeled LB@TATp-MSN group and the DiRlabeled TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN group, while fluorescent
signal accumulated in liver in the DiR group 48 h after
treatment among H22 tumors and all organs examined
(Figure 7B and D).
We further examined the localization of nano-drugs
labeled with FITC through visualizing the fluorescence in
tumor tissue sections and found that in the TLS11a-LBTATp-MSN/DOX group, the nanomaterials with green
fluorescence and DOX with red fluorescence were the
most widely distributed in tumor tissues, indicating that
TLS11a-LB-TATp-MSN/DOX had a superior tumorspecific targeting effect (Figure 8). The TLS11a-LBTATp-MSN/DOX could accumulate in individual tumor

International Journal of Nanomedicine 2020:15

cells (Figure S8). These results suggested that TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN and LB@TATp-MSN were specifically
distributed within H22 tumors in the right axilla of BALB/
c mice after intravenous injection. TLS11a played
a critical role in enrichment of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
in H22 tumors in the right axilla of BALB/c mice.

Anti-Tumor Effect of TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN/DOX and Its Derivatives in vivo
To determine the anti-tumor effect of the TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives in vivo, we treated
BALB/c mice carrying H22 tumors in the right axilla with
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX or its derivatives via tail
vein injection and examined the tumor volume and weight,
body weight, survival time of mice, and fresh whole tumor
tissues. The results showed that the tumor volumes
increased with time extended after drug treatment. The
increases in the tumor volume were the lowest in the
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TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX group, followed by the
TLS11a-LB@ MSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, DOX,
TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, and PBS
groups (Figure 9A). The changes in tumor weight after
treatment followed a trend similar to that for tumor
volume (Figure 9B). The median survival times for mice
carrying H22 tumors were 37, 40, 65, 49.5, 66.5, 85, and
94.5 days for the PBS, TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN, DOX,
TATp-MSN/DOX, LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, TLS11a-LB
@MSN/DOX,
and
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX
groups, respectively (Figure 9C). The body weight was
increased in the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN and PBS
groups, and it was decreased in the LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX, DOX, and TATp-MSN/DOX groups. There were
no significant changes in the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX and TLS11a-LB@ MSN/DOX groups (Figure
9D). The sizes of fresh whole tumor tissues taken from
the mice after treatment followed a trend similar to those
for the volumes and weight of the H22 tumors (Figure 9E).
These results suggested that TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX and its derivatives had an in vivo anti-tumor effect,
and TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX had the strongest
effect.

Discussion
In this study, we have developed a novel drug delivery
platform that targets liver cancer tissue and the nuclei of
the cancer cells in vivo. The drug delivery system that was
constructed by conjugating TAT peptide onto the surface
of TATp-MSN and with the liver cancer-specific aptamer
TLS11a-modified LBs. We first generated the drug
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX by mixing TLS11a-LB
and TATp-MSN carrying DOX, which confirmed the for
mation of nano-drug (<100 nm) using scanning electron
microscopy, and performed physical and chemical
characterization.
We next evaluated the efficiency of TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX drug delivery and the efficacy of its
anti-tumor effect. The DOX release rate from TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX was higher at pH 5.0 than at pH 7.4,
which represented the acidic tumor environment and nor
mal tissue environment, respectively. Moreover, TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN/DOX was effectively localized to the
nuclei of H22 cells and released DOX with a higher effi
ciency than TLS11a-LB@MSN/DOX or LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX. TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX but not TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN exhibited cytotoxicity against H22
cells. TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN accumulated in the
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subcutaneous H22 tumors in the right axilla of BALB/c
mice following tail vein injection. After treatment with
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, the volume and weight
of growing tumors and the fresh whole H22 tumor tissues
of the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX group were signifi
cantly less than those of the control groups. The median
survival time of the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX group
was significantly longer than those of the control groups.
These data indicate that TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX
can efficiently release DOX into the nuclei of liver cancer
cells in vivo by targeting liver cancer tissue and the nuclei
of the cancer cells, and therefore, it is a promising nanodrug for the treatment of liver cancer.
In the current study, we combined MSN and liposomes
to deliver DOX to overcome the drawbacks of their indi
vidual use. MSNs and liposomes have been widely used in
drug delivery.17–22,33 However, there are several disadvan
tages using only one of these as a drug carrier, including
premature loss of drugs from MSNs and the instability of
liposomes in extreme pH and circulation.32,33 We observed
that the cell viability after treatment of H22 cells with
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX was higher than that
after treatment with TATp-MSN/DOX, which is probably
due to less favorable delivery of the larger TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX nanoparticles than that of the rela
tively small TATp-MSN/DOX nanoparticles in vitro. In
addition, TATp as a nucleotide could also easily penetrate
the cellular membrane other than targeting the nuclear, and
rapidly transport nanoparticles into the cytoplasm.
Moreover, the presence of TLS11a helped more TLS11aLB@TATp-MSN carrying the drug entering the tumor cell
membrane through active transport, then led the drug
transporting to the nucleus to play its role, in comparison
with LB@TATp-MSN (lacking TLS11a) that largely relied
on phagocytosis to enter the cells. Apparently, TLS11a
played very critical role in tumor cell targeting, entering
and killing for TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX. On the
other hand, based on the H22 tumor xenografic mice as
a model to assess the in vivo antitumor potency of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX, we observed that
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX showed higher tumor
regression than that of TATp-MSN/DOX according to the
changes in tumor volume, tumor size, tumor weight, body
weight, median survival time, and fresh whole tumor tis
sues (Figure 9). This is consistent with recent studies
showing that LBs can attach to the silicate surface in the
mesopores and form liposomes, enhancing the biocompat
ibility of MSNs and extending their availability in
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Figure 9 The in vivo anti-tumor effect of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives. BALB/c mice carrying H22 tumors in the right axilla were treated with the
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX or its derivatives via tail vein injection. The tumor volume and weight, body weight, survival rate of mice, and fresh whole tumor tissues were
examined. (A) Changes in the tumor volumes after treatment with the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives for 12 days. *P < 0.05. (B) Changes in the tumor
weight after treatment with the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives for 12 days. *P < 0.05. (C) The survival rates of mice after treatment with the TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives. (D) The changes in the body weight during treatment with the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives. (E) The whole H22
tumor tissues taken from the mice after treatment with the TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and its derivatives.
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circulation.34–36 Therefore, the combination of MSNs and
LBs offers more efficient delivery of DOX for the treat
ment of liver cancer.
To facilitate delivery of DOX and improve the deliv
ery efficiency, we modified MSNs with TATp and mod
ified LBs with TLS11a. TATp is a nuclear localization
signaling peptide that has been used in nuclei-targeted
drug delivery within cancer cells without triggering MDR
mechanisms.37–42 TLS11a is an aptamer that can specifi
cally recognize the mouse liver cancer cell lines BNL
1ME A.7R.1 (MEAR) and H22 as well as human liver
cancer cells HepG2 and LH86.55–57 We found that the
in vivo anti-tumor efficacy of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN
/DOX is higher than that of LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and
TLS11a-LB@MSN/DOX (Figure 9), suggesting that
TLS11a and TATp are critical in targeted therapy for
liver cancer using TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX. This
is consistent with our observation of fluorescent micro
scopy formerly described that both TLS11a and TATp
promoted the subcellular localization of TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN to the nuclei of H22 cells. As shown in
Figure 4A, LB and MSN of both TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN and TLS11a-LB@MSN remained in a union status
at 4 h post incubation with H22 cells, evidenced by the
co-localization of red (DiI-LB) and green (FITC-MSN)
fluorescence signals merging into pink color. As time
went on, we observed that green fluorescence and red
fluorescence were gradually separated in TLS11a-LB
@TATp-MSN group (Figure 4B and C, lower) but not
in the TATp-free TLS11a-LB@MSN control group
(Figure 4B and C, upper) at 24 h and 48 h post incubation
with H22, indicating the release of TATp-MSN (green)
from TLS11a-LB (red) in the cells. Moreover, we also
found bright green fluorescence in the nucleus of H22
after TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN was incubating with the
cells for 24 h and 48 h, which was hardly observed in
other control groups (Figure S6 and S7). TLS11a and/or
TATp played a key role in the increased cytotoxicity of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX in H22 cells, compared
with LB@TATp-MSN/DOX and TLS11a-LB@ MSN/
DOX (Figure 6). TLS11a played a critical role in enrich
ment of TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN in H22 tumors in the
right axilla of BALB/c mice (Figures 7 and 8). These data
support that TLS11a and TATp are critical in targeted
therapy for liver cancer using TLS11a-LB@TATpMSN/DOX.
DOX has been used to treat liver cancer for nearly 40
years.62 Currently, DOX is still a first-line drug for cancer
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chemotherapy via the targeting of DNA, which is localized
in the nuclei. The traditional ways, such as liposomes,8
lipid nanoparticles,12 and superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles,13 can improve the therapeutic efficacy for
liver cancer. However, there are several problems in these
approaches, such as their invasiveness, off-target effects,
biocompatibility, and low efficiency. In the current study,
we have established a TLS11a/TATp double-targeted and
LB-MSN–mediated DOX delivery through intravenous
injection, providing a novel approach to treating liver
cancer.
In summary, we have generated a new anti-cancer
agent TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX by mixing TLS11aLB and TATp-MSN that carried DOX. The size of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX has been confirmed to be
a nano-drug (<100 nm). This nano-drug can be effectively
localized to the nuclei of H22 cells and released with DOX
with high efficiency. TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX but
not TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN exhibits cytotoxicity against
H22 cells. TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX can be
enriched in liver cancer tissues and efficiently release
DOX into the nuclei of liver cancer cells in vivo by
targeting liver cancer tissue and the nuclei of the cancer
cells. Our results in the present study demonstrate the great
potential
of
TLS11a-LB@TATp-MSN/DOX
as
a promising strategy of cancer tissue-specific and nucleitargeted nano-drug delivery system for cancer treatment in
the future.
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